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Your partner for… 

…innovative hygiene management 

Calvatis GmbH is one of the major independent manufacturers of detergents and disinfectants for 

industrial applications. We offer a wide range of customised hygiene concepts for the food, dairy, 

beverage and agriculture market. 

Based  on  a  huge  fund  of  expertise,  plenty  of  experience  and  future-oriented  dedication  to 

industrial  cleaning  processes  Calvatis  GmbH  is  successfully  acting  in  the  global  market  since 

more than 75 years. 

 
The main application areas are 

  

 hygiene advice and hygiene management 

 beverage industry 

 food industry 

 milk processing industry 

 agriculture 

 equipment and plant engineering 

 water treatment 

 contract manufacturing 

 

An advanced product assortment comprehending more than 1.000 items categorised in a well 

defined brand portfolio enables Calvatis GmbH to provide integrated hygiene concepts in any 

areas. 

 

Most   activities   in   terms   of   product   research   and   development   are   concentrated   in   our 

headquarters located in Ladenburg what allows Calvatis GmbH a concerted approach on this 

issue in close co-operation with our domestic as well as international partners. 

 

Based on sophisticated product lines and a comprehensive service portfolio Calvatis GmbH can 

offer a constantly high quality level and the very best cost-value ratio. 

 

Continuous  improvement  processes  which  are  subject  to  a  strict  monitoring  system  and  the 

strong   will   to   break   new   ground   open   exciting   possibilities   of   international   co-operations 

featuring synergetic effects in any respect. 

 

As a contract partner of various equipment manufacturers Calvatis GmbH takes care from the very 

beginning of the supply-chain that all marketed devices, installations and technical systems comply 

with the highest standards in terms of design, practicability, quality and cost-efficiency. 

 

Our focus on the service sector coming along with an according mentality is another distinctive 

feature compared to competing market actors. 

 

A  high  quality  and  environmental  consciousness  belong  to  our  self-evident  business  objectives 

permitting Calvatis GmbH to meet all requirements in a permanently changing market the best and 

fastest way possibly. 
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Product Description 

calgonit SF 504 

 

 

 

Highly acidic foam cleaner. very effective for the removal 

of tenacious deposits of protein, grease and hard water 

scale. Easy to remove from surfaces leaving a shiny 

surface after rinsing. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75147405 

barrel 240 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75147100 

IBC 700 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75147000 

calgonit SF 506 

 

 

 

Multi purpose, acidic cleaner based on phosphoric acid. 

Very effective for removal of tenacious soils like rust, 

protein and blood. Gentle to aluminum and galvanized 

iron. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75218402 

barrel 220 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75218100 

calgonit SF 5501 Phosphorus free, low corrosive, acidic cleaner used for 

removal of lime scale residues of alkalinity and light 

organic soiling. Produces a stable foam and is suitable for 

cleaning of machinery, work surfaces, containers, tiled 

floors and walls. 

jerrycan 22 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72745405 

barrel 200 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72745102 

Product Description 

calgonit CF 310 Alkaline foam detergent with active chlorine to remove 

organic soil contaminants from machinery, containers, 

tiled walls and floors.. calgonit CF 310 is hard water 

compatible and can easily be rinsed off. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78174415 

barrel 235 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78174413 

IBC 670 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78174001 

calgonit CF 313* Alkaline, strongly foaming detergent with active chlorine. 

The product is suitable for all degrees of water hardness 

and removes effectively organic deposits. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75913401 

calgonit CF 315 Alkaline foam detergent with active chlorine. The 

product is suitable for all degrees of water hardness and 

contains a special inhibitor allowing the use on 

aluminium and galvanized steel. Removes effectively fat 

and protein as well as any other persistent, organic 

deposits. The product provides a stable foam. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75231400 

barrel 230 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75231105 

IBC 680 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75231004 

calgonit CF 325 

 

Alkaline foam cleaner with active chlorine. Removes 

organic soil contaminants, forms a stable foam and has 

good fat solving properties. t is hard water compatible 

and can easily be rinsed off. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72805443 

IBC 670 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72805014 
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Foam Cleaner 
Open Plant Cleaning (OPC) 

acidic 

Alkaline with chlorine 

*Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use. 
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Foam Cleaner 
Open Plant Cleaning (OPC) 

Alkaline without chlorine 

Product Description 

calgonit NF 400 Optimised, liquid foam detergent. The product forms a 

stable well clinging foam leading to rapid soil 

penetration. Removes especially tenacious and 

carbonised soils like tar, burned grease, starch and 

protein and therefore is preferably used for smoke house 

cleaning. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72831414 

barrel 260 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72831102 

IBC 720 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72831007 

calgonit NF 401 Optimised, liquid foam detergent. The product forms a 

stable foam with good cling properties. It solves fat and 

shows good effect due to its rapid soil penetration. 

Removes especially tenacious and carbonised soil like 

tar, burned grease, starch, protein and edible oil and is  

therefore ideal clinging for smoke house cleaning. 

jerrycan 28 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75157405 

barrel 280 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75157101 

IBC 840 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75157001 

calgonit NF 406 Liquid alkaline foam detergent. The product forms a 

stable foam and is especially suitable to remove fat, oil, 

protein and other organic soil. calgonit NF 406 is applied 

for cleaning of machinery, tanks, tiled walls and floors, 

controls water hardness and can be easily rinsed off. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75404400 

barrel 220 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75404100 

calgonit NF 5401 Liquid, highly caustic foam detergent can be 

especifically designed to remove tenacious soil like tar, 

burned starch and greases. The product forms an 

excellent foam and is mainly used for smoke house 

cleaning. 

jerrycan 30 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72875457 

barrel 270 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72875107 

IBC 750 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72875007 



Product Description 

calgonit DS 622* Alcoholic disinfectant especially for treating surfaces 

where hydrous solutions cannot be applied. Fast killing of 

unwanted germs and is suitable especially for the (break) 

disinfection e.g. of cutting and packing machines as well 

as in the filling area. 

carton 12 x 1 l 

Art.-Nr. 25632600 

jerrycan 5,2 kg 

Art.-Nr. 25632400 

jerrycan 17 kg 

Art.-Nr. 25632401 

barrel 170 kg 

Art.-Nr. 25632100 

IBC 720 kg 

Art.-Nr. 25632001 

calgonit DS 629* Liquid acidic foam disinfectant based on peracetic acid 

and hydrogen peroxide. Forms a stable foam and is 

suitable for large-area disinfection. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75887400 

barrel 200 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75887100 

IBC 960 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75887001 

calgonit DS 680* 

 

Disinfectant concentrate based on dialdehydes and 

quaternary ammonium compounds. calgonit DS 680 is 

highly effective, has a broad microbicidal spectrum of 

activity. calgonit DS 680 is listed in the official 

recommendation list for epidemic control of the „Ministry 

of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF)“ in England. 

jerrycan 20 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72841405 

barrel 205 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72841100 

IBC 940 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72841100 

calgonit DS 683* 

 

Surface active, mildly alkaline disinfectant based on 

microbiocidal alkylamines. The product has a broad 

spectrum of activity, is scarcely affected in its activity by 

protein, is good fat solving, nearly odourless and non 

corrosive. calgonit DS 683 does not attack surfaces made 

of aluminium. 

jerrycan 10,1 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75921402 

jerrycan 20 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75921403 

barrel 210 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75921100 

calgonit DS 686 

blau* 

Surface active, mildly alkaline disinfectant based on 

microbiocidal alkylamines. calgonit DS 686 blau is 

especially suitable for sole disinfection in basins of hygiene 

stations. carcely affected in its activity by protein, is good 

fat solving, nearly odourless and non corrosive. 

jerrycan 20 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75624400 

calgonit 

sporexalin* 

Liquid, oxidizing disinfectant based on hydrogen peroxide. 

The product does not foam and can be used cold and 

hot. calgonit sporexalin is suitable for many applications 

of immersion-, circulation- or spray disinfection. 

jerrycan 25 kg 

Art.-Nr. 29050417 

barrel 200 kg 

Art.-Nr. 29050104 

IBC 550 kg 

Art.-Nr. 29050005 

calgonit  

DS 650 T* 

 

Ready-for-use on alcohol resistant surfaces. Perfume free 

and due to the special composition calgonit DS 650 T is 

well tolerated by skin and particularly suitable for allergic 

persons. 

bucket 400 Tücher 

Art.-Nr. 25640602 
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Surface disinfection 

*Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use. 
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Oxidative cleaning booster 

Product Description 

calgonit AD 860 Slightly alkaline bleach agent with high content of active 

chlorine. calgonit AD 860 is suitable for use in tanks, 

containers, pipe work , hoses, crate washers as well as for 

treatment of cutting boards. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 79049458 

barrel 240 kg 

Art.-Nr. 79049161 

calgonit AD 865 Liquid, oxidizing cleaning booster based on hydrogen 

peroxide. The product does not foam and can be used 

cold and hot. calgonit AD 865 can be used as an 

oxidizing additive to boost cleaning of acidic or caustic 

solutions and to remove tenacious organic soil. 

jerrycan 25 kg 

Art.-Nr. 29050422 

barrel 200 kg  

Art.-Nr. 29050106 

calgonit AD 866 Cleaning booster in powder form based on active oxygen 

suitable for combined use with alkaline cleaning 

detergents. calgonit AD 866 leads to significantly 

enhanced performance of alkaline cleaning detergents 

and accelerates particularly the dissolution of organic 

polymeric compounds featuring beyond bleaching effect 

on dyes. 

jerrycan 25 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75397201 



Product Description 

calgonit SN 542 Highly acidic detergent. The product has excellent 

wetting properties and is able to solve fat, protein as well 

as inorganic deposits. calgonit SN 542 is suitable for CIP 

cleaning of containers, tanks, pipe work and for spray 

application in crate washing machines. calgonit SN 542 is 
low foaming above 30 °C, reusable and can be easily 

rinsed off. 

jerrycan 26 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75602411 

barrel 240 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75602101 

IBC 700 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75602001 

calgonit A Phosphoric acid based detergent. The product shows 

good wetting properties and removes fat, protein and 

inorganic deposits like water scale. calgonit A is used for 
CIP cleaning, low foaming above 30°C , reusable and 

can be easily rinsed off. 

jerrycan 30 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78355406 

barrel 280 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78355100 

IBC 790 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78355003 

calgonit jalu 

sauer plus 

Liquid, highly acidic detergent based on nitric acid. 

calgonit jalu sauer plus is a powerful descalant and has 

good wetting, cleaning and emulsifying properties due to 

a particular combination surfactant. Special inhibitors in 

the product prevent formation of nitrous gas and reduce 

corrosion attack on plastic gaskets. calgonit jalu sauer 

plus can be used cold and hot and is easily dosed by 

conductivity. The product is low foaming even when it 

comes to spray application and can be easily rinsed off. 

jerrycan 29 kg 

Art.-Nr. 25234416 

barrel 265 kg 

Art.-Nr. 25234100 
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Circulation cleaning 
CIP/SIP 

acidic 

Alkaline with chlorine 

Product Description 

calgonit 6010 Concentrated, alkaline, liquid product with active 

chlorine. The product does not foam and removes 

organic deposits like protein, fats, starch, milk- and 

beverage residues. The product can be dosed by 

conductivity and is easily rinsed off leaving cleaned 

surfaces in excellent hygienic conditions. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78154436 

barrel 240 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78154100 

IBC 710 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78154005 

calgonit U flüssig 

spezial* 

Liquid, alkaline detergent concentrate with active 

chlorine. calgonit U flüssig spezial does not foam and 

contains an effective inhibitor preventing the attack on 

aluminium, copper and brass. 

 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78393405 

barrel 260 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78393150 

IBC 750 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78393004 

*Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use. 
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Circulation cleaning 
CIP/SIP 

Alkaline without chlorine 

Product Description 

calgonit RT 

spezial 

 

Highly concentrated caustic detergent with defoamer. 

The product is especially suitable for hot circulation and 

spray cleaning of tanks, pasteurisers, pipe work, 

containers, brew kettles, whirlpools, centrifuges and 

bottles made of Polycarbonate or Polyethylen-

eterephtalate. calgonit RT spezial does not foam if 
applied above  40 °C and is easily dosed by conductivity. 

jerrycan 30 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75325401 

barrel 290 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75325100 

IBC 840 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75325001 

calgonit NN 442 Liquid, silicate containing detergent. Removes very 

efficiently protein, fat as well as oils, leaves surfaces 

deposit-free and in an excellent hygienic condition. 

calgonit NN 442 contains special raw materials which soak 

tenacious soil featuring an anti-sticking-effect in frying 

plants. If used for spray cleaning calgonit NN 442 is low 
foaming above 50°C. It is suitable for aluminium. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72834405 

barrel 235 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72834100 

calgonit NN 472 Highly effective, non foaming caustic detergent. calgonit 

NN 472 can easily be dosed by conductivity and is 

especially suitable for use in industrial washing machines 

to clean crates and transport carts in food factories, as 

well as for CIP application. calgonit NN 472 has been 

designed to remove burned-in fat and oil. 

jerrycan 26 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72823409 

barrel 240 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72823102 

IBC 690 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72823004 

calgonit NN 5454 Highly concentrated caustic detergent with defoamer. 

The product is especially suitable for hot circulation and 

spray cleaning of tanks, pasteurisers, pipe work, brew 

kettles, whirlpools and centrifuges. 

jerrycan 30 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78153418 

barrel 300 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78153100 

IBC 900 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78153009 
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Defoamers 

Product Description 

calgonit DR 092 Highly effective defoamer to prevent mechanical and 

chemical foaming. Suitable for foam control in broth baths, 

crate washers and other highly turbulent systems. Shows an 

excellent effect in a wide pH and temperature range, and 

is easily pumpable at low temperatures. 

barrel 220 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75387100 

calgonit DR 080 Very effective defoamer preferably used for cold water 

areas. The product suppresses foam formation in washing 

and processing water caused by starch and proteins. It is 

easy to pump also at lower temperatures.  

jerrycan 28 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72889428 

IBC 900 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72889000 

calgonit DR 088 Highly effective defoamer based on silicones to prevent 

disturbing mechanical and chemical foam. Shows an 

outstanding defoaming effect at all temperatures and is 

especially suitable for wastewater treatment. 

jerrycan 25,175 kg 

Art.-Nr. 25764400 

 



Product Description 

calgonit AR Neutral , phosphate free, highly concentrated all purpose 

cleaner. The product does not contain perfumes, is highly 

foaming and compatible to a wide rage of materials. 

calgonit AR has an excellent fat solving capability and is 

suitable for manual cleaning of floors, tiles, walls and 

devices made of metal, wood or plastics. 

jerrycan 20 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78351408 

barrel 200 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78351100 

calgonit Intensiv 

Fettlöser 

Designed for efficient and fast manual cleaning. calgonit 

Intensiv Fettlöser is based on a combination of active 

surfactants and guarantees therefor excellent cleaning 

results. calgonit Intensiv Fettlöser is pH neutral, featuring a 

very good grease and oil solving effect. 

bucket 10 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72907401 

 

calgonit AF 104 Mildly alkaline fat solvent and all purpose cleaner. 

calgonit AF 104 has been particularly designed for the 

manual cleaning of heavily soiled objects, appliances 

and floors, as well as for cleaning with steam jet 

appliances. It can be used to clean aluminium, bronze, 

nickel, steel, stainless steel and plastics. 

jerrycan 5,13 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72807421 

jerrycan 22 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72807415 

barrel 210 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72807100 

IBC 960 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72807002 
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Manual cleaning and  

disinfection (MRD) 



Product Description 

tru-lit GR 50 Dirt solvent with a pH-value such as an all purpose 

detergent. It is ideal for stone floors made of marble, 

travertine, granite, slate, concrete and other alkali 

resistant natural or reconstituted stones. tru-lit GR 50 cuts 

through crusted soil and grease as well as polymer films. It 

is an optimal combination of agents which solves heavy 

soiling. Due to its foam free formulation tru-lit GR 50 is 

especially suitable for auto-scrubber. 

jerrycan 10,3 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75689402 

barrel 200 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75689100 

Solvin SR Low foaming liquid product suitable for cleaning of floors, 

tiles, walls and equipment made of metal, wood or plastic 

as well as for external cleaning of tanks and vessels. Solvin 

SR can be used in floor cleaning machines and with high 

pressure cleaners as well. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75323403 

barrel 220 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75323101 

calgonit NN 497 

 

Non foaming caustic detergent with a high content of 

chelates. Due to its special composition the product 

removes protein, starch, lime deposits as well as rubber 

traces on floors. calgonit NN 497 can be dosed by 

conductivity and has high sequestering properties. It is 

suitable for CIP application and can be used in industrial 

washing machines. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72802405 
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Industrial floor cleaning 



Product Description 

calgonit HDN 

 

Mildly alkaline, foaming, liquid product effectively 

removing fat, oil and resinified soil. calgonit HDN is very 

material-friendly and has been mainly designed for 

cleaning motor vehicles, engines, engine parts and 

awnings. 

jerrycan 10,1 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78260401 

jerrycan 21 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78260407 

barrel 220 kg 

Art.-Nr. 78260100 

calgonit LPR 

 

Moderate foaming, mildly alkaline product. calgonit LPR is 

suitable for manual use featuring excellent beyond if 

properties in spray- as well as high-pressure systems meant 

for purification of tankers and canvas covers of trucks. 

Foam applications are possible with proper equipment. 

calgonit LPR can also be used as floor cleaner either 

manually or by machine to remove tenacious dirt 

deposits. 

jerrycan 11 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75196408 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75196401 

barrel 200 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75196100 

IBC 670 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75196000 

calgonit Opti 

Clean 

High performance liquid foam cleaner suitable for all 

surfaces resistant against mild alkalinity. Removes even 

tenacious soil from vehicles, agricultural equipment, box 

bodies, 

awnings and side plankings. 

jerrycan 11 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75956401 
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High Pressure Cleaner 



Product Description 

calgonit 

Hautschutzlotion 

Faintly greasing and rapidly infiltrating prevention and 

care cream calming down and flushing stressed skin. The 

cream is easy to dispense and makes the skin feel good. 

Natural coconut oil contains useful vitamin B. The cream is 

free of mineral, silicone as well as of paraffin oil which 

might impact the skin functionality.  

bottles 6 x 500 ml 

Art.-Nr. 25862600 

calgonit HA 026 Ready-to-use, liquid lotion for hand cleaning and 

decontamination. The use of calgonit HA 026 essentially 

improves hand hygiene of personnel handling food in 

production. calgonit HA 026 is suitable for regularly 

cleaning of soiled hands, especially before hand 

sanitizing. 

bottles 12 x 1 l 

Art.-Nr. 22876602 

jerrycan 2 x 5 l 

Art.-Nr. 22876601 

calgonit 

Händedes-

infektion 

Quickly effective disinfectant based on 2-Propanol for the 

hygienic hand disinfection. 

bottles 10 x 1l 

Art.-Nr. 25660600 

jerrycan 5 l 

Art.-Nr. 25660400 

calgonit 

Handreiniger 

(geruchsneutral) 

calgonit Handreiniger has a strong cleaning effect, is pH-

neutral and lipid regulating, whereby an excellent skin 

tolerance is achieved. calgonit Handreiniger doesn’t 

leave soap- and soil residues in sinks and is economic in 

use. 

bottles 12 x 1 l 

Art.-Nr. 25155600 

jerrycan 5 l 

Art.-Nr. 25155400 

calgonit H-Des* Products for hand disinfection need a good skin 

tolerance, short contact time and broad spectrum kill 

calgonit H-Des meets this requirements. calgonit H-Des 

contains neither ethanol nor raw materials of animal 

origin. Thus calgonit H-Des meets the Kosher and Halal 

requirements in the food processing industry. 

bottles 12 x 1 l 

Art.-Nr. 25920600 

jerrycan 5 l 

Art.-Nr. 25920401 
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Personal Hygiene 

*Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use. 



Product Description 

calgonit  CF 315 Alkaline foam detergent with active chlorine. The product 

is suitable for all degrees of water hardness and contains 

a special inhibitor allowing the use on aluminium and 

galvanized steel. Removes effectively fat and protein as 

well as any other persistent, organic deposits. The product 

provides a stable foam. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75231400 

barrel 230 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75231105 

IBC 680 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75231004 

 

calgonit Gluekill Special product suitable for removal of tenacious residues 

caused by latex based glues on metal and most plastics. 

It is especially recommended for the cleaning of inner 

and outer surfaces of crate washers. The former required 

intensive mechanical cleaning with spatulas or high 

pressure is omitted. This results in a significant time-saving. 

bottles 6 x 500 ml 

Art.-Nr. 75848600 

jerrycan 9,1 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75848400 

calgonit  NN 499 Liquid, highly concentrated, caustic detergent. The 

product contains special surfactants enhancing cleaning 

and controlling foam in spray application. calgonit NN 
499 doesn’t foam at temperatures above 40 °C when 

used as spray cleaner and can be easily dosed by 

conductivity. 

jerrycan 30 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75308408 

barrel 270 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75308102 

IBC 800 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75308004 

calgonit AD 888 Concentrated additive that accelerates the removal of 

self adhesive labels during crate washing. calgonit AD 888 

already works in low concentrations at a temperature 
higher than 40 °C. The result is a faster label removal. If the 

pressure of the spraying nozzles is high enough, the 

removal of labels is significantly improved. Avoids sticking 

of labels on surfaces and minimizes deposits of glue in the 

washer. 

jerrycan 18 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75508401 
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Special concepts 
Transport tank cleaning (TKT) 



Product Description 

calgonit  SF 522 Acid, phosphate-free foam cleaner. Due to a special 

surfactant composition, the product produces a very 

stable, long cling foam and removes even tenacious soil 

like lime scale, rust and protein as well as residual 

alkalinity. calgonit SF 522 produces hygienic clean and 

sparkling surfaces. 

jerrycan 12 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75626403 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75626400 

barrel 220 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75626100 

calgonit CF 314 Concentrated, alkaline foam cleaner with active chlorine. 

calgonit CF 314 builds up a long clinging foam and has 

excellent cleaning properties. It effectively removes 

protein and fat as well as any other persistent, organic 

deposits. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75185403 

barrel 230 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75185102 

calgonit AF 108 Mildly alkaline general purpose cleaner. The product is 

suitable for manual, foam or soak applications and 

effectively removes fat, oil and protein deposits. calgonit 

AF 108 contains organic chelates to bind water hardness 

and is non corrosive against most materials. Due to its 

special composition the product is easily rinsed off and 

does not form white deposits often found with silicated 

detergents. 

jerrycan 11 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75159409 

jerrycan 22 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75159400 

barrel 200 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75159100 

IBC 600 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75159001 

calgonit NF 422 Highly active alkaline foam cleaner for difficult cleaning 

tasks. The product forms a stable, long clinging foam and 

is suitable for cleaning of machinery, conveyors, filling 

plants, walls and floors. calgonit NF 422 is particularly 

useful where fat, oil and protein soiling is encountered. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72878411 

barrel 235 kg 

Art.-Nr. 72878104 

IBC 640 kg  

Art.-Nr. 72878006 

calgonit DS 666* Highly alkaline foam detergent. The combination of high 

pH and efficient biocidal active substances reduces a 

broad spectrumof harmful bacteria. The product forms a 

very stable foam for enhanced contact time also on 

vertical surfaces. calgonit DS 666 removes especially 

organic contamination like fat and protein and can be 

used for nearly all water conditions and is easy to rinse. 

jerrycan 24 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75932400 

barrel 230 kg 

Art.-Nr. 75932100 
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Special concepts 
Long Cling 

*Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use. 
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Color concept 

When using the products, you have to observe applicable precautions for the handling of 
chemicals! Danger notices and safety advice are at the corresponding safety data sheets. 
 
Before you can use of a cleaning and disinfectant, you have to check the impact to the 
affected material! 

alkaline 

chloric 

disinfection 

acidic 

neutral 

The color coding 

Examples 
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Certification 
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Contact 

Calvatis GmbH                          
Dr.-Albert-Reimann-Str. 16 a     
D-68526 Ladenburg                   
Tel.: +49 6203 105 - 0 

info@calvatis.com 

Calvatis GmbH 
Kaiser-Josef-Platz 41 
A-4600 Wels  
Tel.: +43 7242 42899 - 0 

info.at@calvatis.com 

Calvatis B.V. 
Dreef 1 
NL- 5325 XD Well 
Tel.: +31 343 56 39 59 

info.nl@calvatis.com 

Calvatis AG 
Mülistr. 3 
CH-8852 Altendorf 

Tel.: +41 55 451 10 10 
info.ch@calvatis.com 

Calvatis MEA S.A.L. 
P.O. Box: (8) Antelias 
Main Road 
LB-Beirut 
Tel.: +961 4525009 
info.lb@calvatis.com 

Calvatis Hijyen San. Ltd. Şti. 
R 2 - Blok No: 1-2 • 34517 
TR-Esenyurt/Istanbul 

Tel.: +90 212 623 183 3 
info.tr@calvatis.com 

Calvatis S.R.L. 
str. Fabricii nr. 56 
RO-400620 Cluj Napoca 
Tel.: +40 264 415 830 
info.ro@calvatis.com 

Calvatis OOO 
Leninskiy prospect, 42-1 
RU-119119, Moscow 
Tel.: +7 495 938 7136 
info.ru@calvatis.com 

Calvatis LLC 
Antonovicha street 5-b 
UA-01004 Kiev 
Tel.: +380 445 311 462 
info.ua@calvatis.com 

Calvatis s.r.o. 
Nad Tratou 26 
SK-060 01 Kezmarok 
Tel.: +421 911 703 402 
info.sk@calvatis.com 

Calvatis UAB 
B. Sruogos str. 36 
LT-10220 Vilnius 
Tel.: +370 52-340-336 
info.lt@calvatis.lt 

Calvatis Srl 
Via-Carlo-Abarth 17 
I-39012 Merano 
Tel.: +39 0473 232016 
info.it@calvatis.com 

www.calvatis.com 

Calvatis Holding Pte Ltd. 87 
Jalan Selamat 
SGP-418599 Singapur 
info@calvatis.com 

Calvatis s.r.o. 
U Prioru 1/1059 
CZ-161 01 Praha 6 

Tel.: +420 220 196660 
 

Calvatis BEL 
Timiryazeva str. 123/1 
BEL-220020 Minsk 

Tel.: +375 29 7009118 
info@calvatis.by 



www.calvatis.com 
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